DISCOVERING DYSTOPIAN MIDDLE EASTERN FICTION:
BASMA ABDEL AZIZ’S THE QUEUE

TED-Ed IMPORTANT CONCEPTS

HOW TO RECOGNIZE A DYSTOPIA
https://youtu.be/6a6kbU88wu0

WHAT "ORWELLIAN" REALLY MEANS
https://youtu.be/oe64p-QzhNE

WHAT MAKES SOMETHING "KAFKAESQUE"?
https://youtu.be/wkPR4Rcf4ww

"Basma Abdel Aziz on Writing The Queue"
http://forbookssake.net/2016/06/09/basma-abdel-aziz-writing-queue/

"In Egypt, the Drying Up of Dissent" by Basma Abdel Aziz
https://www.guernicamag.com/in-egypt-the-drying-up-of-dissent/

"For an Egyptian author, examining torture is her mission"
https://apnews.com/ebd4151249944b4aad45f0bca5cc470d

"Middle Eastern Writers Find Refuge in the Dystopian Novel"
https://nyti.ms/1OWgyjC

Jordan Williams' review of The Queue